CELL BED MATTRESSES AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT PILLOW

- Constructed of Hypoallergenic, Antibacterial, Anti-Fungal, Fluid Resistant Vinyl covering filled with densified poly-foam.
- Available in a solid Beige or Clear-Chek antibacterial vinyl.

Beige Vinyl Cover Mattress (no pillow) 27”x75”x4”:  #319498   $70.83*
Beige Vinyl Cover Pillow-in Mattress 27”x75”x4”:  #326918   $77.36*
Clear-Chek Cover Mattress (no pillow) 27”x75”x4”:  #335245   $71.17*
Clear-Chek Cover Pillow-in Mattress 27”x75”x4”:  #335246   $77.99*
Beige Cover Pillow 20” x26”:  #261387   $11.27
Clear-Chek Pillow  20” x 26”:  #335243   $11.27

*Requires shipping quote

Contact your PCI Sales Representative for more information and a shipping quote.
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